
 

 
Double D Knitting and Glove Inc. committed to stopping cuts and lacerations 

Featuring: “MAX PRO SERRATED™ 

Cut Resistant Gloves made with Dyneema®, “The world’s strongest fiber®” 

 

 
The numbers are staggering. Each year more than 1 million employees are sent to emergency rooms and 
hospitals for acute cuts and lacerations, of which, over 110,000 resulting in lost time. The cost, according 
to the latest OSHA estimates, for such fully loaded treatment, is approximately $36,000 ($17,000 direct 
and $19,000 indirect costs); the extent to which the employer pays the direct costs depends on the nature 
of the employer's workers' compensation insurance policy. The employer always pays the indirect costs. 

Stop the bleeding, literally and figuratively! Restaurant and food service operators can stop the 
bleeding, from costly cuts and lacerations, with cut resistant gloves containing Dyneema®, “The 
world’s strongest fiber

®
 “ that will eliminate injuries; reduce glove costs and increase 

employee compliance. 

A typical investment in a Cut Resistant Glove Program returns approximately $16 for every 
$1 spent, in total cost of risk.  

OSHA states that “It is essential that employees use gloves specifically designed for the hazards and 

tasks found in their workplace because gloves designed for one function may not protect against a 
different function even though they may appear identical.” 

Double D Knitting and Glove Inc., was established in 1997 as a woman owned, family operated small 

business. For over 25 years, it has been on the cutting edge of development and technology in cut 

resistant hand protection.  Double D Knitting and Glove, pioneered cut resistant gloves with lifetime 
antimicrobial protection, designed specifically for the restaurant and food service industry. 

With the advent of new and tougher composite yarns, like Dyneema®, “The world’s strongest fiber®”, 

Double D Knitting and Glove, is focusing on fit, comfort and style, while maintaining the highest levels 

of protection. Proper fit and comfort is critical to longer glove life and increased compliance to PPE 
directives. 

Double D Knitting and Glove offers many styles and colors. All CE certified and tested to current ANSI 

standards, that range from level 5 light weight kitchen prep gloves, HACCP color coded cut resistant 

gloves, medium weight gloves designed for all kitchen and food service operations to the new “Max 
Pro®  Serrated” blade glove with Dyneema® “ The world’s strongest fiber® “.   

The newest glove introduced by Double D Knitting and Glove is the “Max Pro® Serrated” glove. This, 

red in color, CE Level 5, cut resistant glove is designed to be used with wavy edge serrated knives. 

While all fabric gloves are “Cut Resistant not Cut Proof”, the “Max Pro® Serrated” glove was designed 

with the wavy edge serrated blade knife in mind. It offers the highest levels of protection, comfort and 
dexterity. 

Employee safety is not expensive, it’s priceless!  

www.ddgloves.com  Tel: +1.877.656.6573 ● Email: sales@ddgloves.com 
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Dyneema is a registered trademark of Royal DSM N.V 

Double D Knitting and Glove Inc, is a Dyneema licensee. 


